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Abstract
The growing global population is generating increasing demands on food
production. Challenges posted by climate change and reduction in agricultural
workforce make it more difficult to meet the demands. Robotics and automation are
expected to promote sustainability in horticulture by increasing efficiency and
reducing labour costs. This paper summarises the progress towards in-field fruit
counting using the autonomous intelligent systems from The University of Sydney. The
system consists of ground based robots and processing software. The focus of this
study is on the application of fruit yield estimation. The robots collected image data,
which were processed automatically using algorithms in a software pipeline. The first
stage of the pipeline uses a generic fruit segmentation algorithm, demonstrated on
apple, mango, lychee and almond orchards to classify fruit pixels in the image. The
second stage performs fruit detection by finding circular clusters of fruit pixels.
Finally, a fruit count estimate is produced by tallying the number of circles in images
spaced at 0.5 m intervals along rows of the orchard. The estimates were compared to
ground-truth yield provided by the grower after harvest, using a weighing and
counting machine, and a positive correlation with R=0.81 was found.
Keywords: image processing, fruit detection, fruit counting, machine learning, field
robotics, agricultural automation
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent systems consisting of autonomous robots and machine learning algorithms
are expected to make horticulture more sustainable in the future by increasing efficiency
and reducing labour costs. This study focuses on the research and development of image
analysis algorithms for fruit detection, counting and yield estimation.
There has been a relatively large amount of work in fruit detection in images,
including grapes, mangoes, oranges and apples (Wang et al., 2012). While these algorithms
perform well in their corresponding applications, the main disadvantage is that each has
been specifically designed for a particular fruit cultivar and will need to be re‐ designed for
different fruits. We have developed a generic fruit detection algorithm applied first to apples
and almonds in (Hung et al., 2015) and in this paper, we demonstrate the flexibility of the
algorithm by performing fruit detection on mangoes and lychees.
The output of the fruit detection algorithm can be further processed to obtain fruit
counts. In this study, circle detection was used to count apples. The algorithmic count for
each row was compared to the ground truth count provided by the farm manager, obtained
with a weighing and counting machine after harvest. A strong linear correlation was
observed between our image based yield estimates and the ground‐truth.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments were conducted at various orchards around Australia: almonds from
Mildura, Victoria, apples from Warburton, Victoria, lychees and mangoes from Mareeba,
Queensland. The experimental data were collected using a general purpose ground robot
“Shrimp” (shown in Figure 1); the system is equipped with a variety of localisation, ranging
and imaging sensors that are commonly used in machine perception, together with soil
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specific sensors for agricultural applications. The image data was collected using the single
front facing camera of the Ladybug3 panospheric camera, seen at the top of the robot. The
data was acquired continuously at 5 Hz, with an individual image resolution of 1232 by 1616
pixels.

Figure 1. The perception research ground vehicle Shrimp, operating at the apple orchard.
Image segmentation is performed using a semi‐supervised, multi‐scale, convolutional
neural network described in (Hung et al., 2013). For algorithm training and evaluation, the
original 1232 by 1616 images were divided into 32 sub‐images with 308 by 202 pixels. We
have labelled over 1000 sub‐images to pixel accuracy with either fruit or non‐fruit labels by
manually masking in the fruits in the images. Half of the sub‐ images were used for training
and the rest for evaluation. The segmentation algorithm performance was expressed with
three evaluation metrics: precision, recall and F1 score. F1 score is a combination of
precision and recall and higher F1 score indicates better segmentation performance.
Apple detection was performed using circular Hough transform. Apple counting was
done by tallying the number of circles in images spaced at 0.5 m intervals along rows of the
orchard. For comparison the ground truth weight and counts were provided by the farm
manager. At harvest time, pickers kept all fruit from different rows separate, and the yield
from each row was weighed and counted by a machine.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section shows both the qualitative and quantitative results of fruit segmentation
for apples, almonds, lychees, and mangoes. In addition we performed apple counting and
compared the algorithmic count with the ground truth count provided by the farm manager.
Segmentation accuracy
We assessed the ability of the algorithm in labelling fruit/non‐fruit segments the
image. The quantitative fruit segmentation accuracy is summarised in Table 1, and the
qualitative results are shown in Figure 2. The algorithm segments apples and mangoes with
F1 scores of 95.7 and 90.8 respectively; the F1 scores for almonds and lychees were lower at
73.9 and 75.2 respectively. The difference in the quantitative performance is due to the size
of the fruit. There exists an uncertain region on the boundary of the fruit and the
background where most misclassification occurs. This region has much greater impact on
the quantitative pixel‐wise performance of smaller fruits like lychees and almonds compared
to bigger fruit such as apples and mangoes.
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Table 1. Fruit segmentation algorithm performance summary (%).
Metrics
Precision
Recall
F1

Apple
92.6
99.0
95.7

Almonds
71.3
76.7
73.9

Mangoes
96.2
86.0
90.8

Lychees
79.7
71.2
75.2

Figure 2. Qualitative fruit segmentation results for apples, almonds, lychees and mangoes.
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Apple counting and yield estimation
The output of the apple detection and counting algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The
apple counting algorithm logged the number of the circles for each row, we then compared
the algorithmic count with the ground truth count provided by the farm manager to
compute the correlation. We found a positive correlation of R=0.81 between the algorithm
and ground truth count.

Figure 3. Apple detection and counting: the detected apples are highlighted by the red
circles.
A comparison between the calibrated algorithmic count and the ground truth count is
shown in Figure 4. The estimates agreed for the first 11 rows and deviated for the last 4
rows. The data were collected consecutively during the day and one of the contributing
factors to the discrepancy could be due to the changing light conditions and reduction of
light, later in the afternoon.
Note that we did not expect the algorithmic count to match exactly to the ground truth
fruit count due to occlusion and the arbitrary 0.5 m image spacing to avoid overlapping
detections. However we did expect correlation between the two counts if the algorithmic
count was consistent, and this was observed in the experiment. Calibration with a least
squares linear fit can be used to estimate the yield from the raw algorithmic count, and it’s
robustness across different seasons is yet to be verified by additional experiments.
Figure 4 shows a trend of decreasing yield towards the west, which was not known to
the farmer before this experiment, because the post‐harvest yield is traditionally recorded
per block instead of per row. Per row measurement is too inefficient, labour intensive and
costly. Using this additional information the farm manager has reconfigured the pollinators
to optimise the farm. This highlights the importance of the autonomous robot and
algorithms in horticulture, in providing additional information for debugging and optimising
the farm operation.
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Figure 4. The apple farm layout and the yield estimation results. The algorithmic count is
shown in light grey whereas the ground truth counts are shown in black. The
algorithm output correlates well with the ground truth with a positive correlation
R=0.81.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented algorithms for fruit segmentation, detection and yield
estimation. The fruit segmentation algorithm has been successfully tested on apples,
almonds, lychees and mangoes. The segmentation algorithm performed well for larger fruits
such as apples and mangoes, and not as well for smaller fruits such as almonds and lychees.
We have also demonstrated that fruit detection and counting provides image‐ based yield
estimates that are correlated (R=0.81) with ground truth post‐harvest counts, which
suggests that such a system could be used to map yield prior to harvest. For future work we
would like to develop the algorithm further to improve the robustness against changing and
variable illumination conditions. We would also like to experiment with higher resolution
sensors to improve the fruit segmentation results for the smaller fruits.
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